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Abstract
In 1974, Aage Bohr and Ben Mottelson, predicted the different
“phases” that may be expected in deformed nuclei as a function
of increasing angular momentum and excitation energy all the way
up to the fission limit. While admitting their picture was highly con-
jectural they confidently stated “...with the ingenious experimental
approaches that are being developed, we may look forward with ex-
citement to the detailed spectroscopic studies that will illuminate
the behaviour of the spinning quantized nucleus”. High resolution
gamma-ray spectroscopy has indeed been a major tool in studying
the structure of atomic nuclei and has witnessed numerous signif-
icant advances over the last four decades. This article will select
highlights from investigations at the Niels Bohr Institute and Dares-
bury Laboratory in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s some of which
have continued to the present day, to illustrate the remarkable diver-
sity of phenomena and symmetries exhibited by nuclei in the angular
momentum - excitation energy plane that continue to surprise and
fascinate scientists.
1. Introduction to gamma spectroscopy and arrays
Gamma-ray spectroscopy plays a pivotal role in our in-
vestigations into the properties and behaviour of the
strongly interacting aggregation of fermions that is called
the atomic nucleus. The study of the gamma-ray emis-
sions from excited nuclei reveal a rich system that displays
a wealth of dynamical and static facets [1]. The number
of nucleons is finite but still sufficient (≤ 300) to allow
correlations. Thus nuclei exhibit a variety of collective
properties yet are simple enough to display the single-
particle basis of these collective effects and also single-
particle properties. The diversity of symmetries and phe-
nomena exhibited by nuclei is remarkable and continues
to fascinate and surprise scientists as the development of
increasingly sensitive instruments along with new acceler-
ator developments continually reveals unexpected proper-
ties. This article will select highlights from the last four
decades from high-spin investigations at the Niels Bohr
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Institute in Denmark and Daresbury Laboratory in the
UK (see Fig. 1 and Ref. [2]) in the late 1970’s and early
1980’s, which are associated with the development of large
escape-suppressed Ge arrays, to the present day.
A fundamental quest in nuclear structure physics is to
explore the behaviour of nuclei at the limits of angular
momentum and excitation energy. The studies give us
deep insight into the many body nuclear problem and es-
pecially the role of the “intruder” orbitals that help define
the magic numbers and which play a dominant part in
determining the properties (shapes, moments of inertia,
pairing correlations, collectivity, etc.) of nuclei at high
spin. In fact, it was as early as 1937 that Niels Bohr and
Fritz Kalckar [3] proposed that one could learn about the
evolving structure and shape of excited nuclei by detect-
ing their gamma-ray emissions. This is similar to inves-
tigating atomic or molecular structure by the radiation
emitted when these systems are excited. Indeed, novel
detector technologies continue to revolutionise gamma-ray
spectroscopic studies and our understanding of the atomic
nucleus. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, the discoveries
in Erbium-158 (158Er: Z = 68, N = 90) have benefited
enormously from the progress in detector technology. The
next major technological step is to move towards a 4π Ge
detector ball using gamma-ray energy tracking technology,
see below. This will bring yet another revolution to the
field of gamma-ray spectroscopy and usher in a new era in
nuclear structure physics.
1.1. Spectrometer developments
Each major advance in gamma-ray detector technology
has resulted in significant new phenomena being discov-
ered bringing fresh insight into the structure of nuclei.
At present the field is transitioning from the “Gamma-
Sphere’s” or large 4π arrays of escape-suppressed spec-
trometers, such as Gammasphere and Euroball, to 4π Ge
shell arrays, such as GRETA (Gamma Ray Energy Track-
ing Array) in the USA and AGATA (Advanced Gamma
Tracking Array) in Europe, see Ref. [4, 5] and references
therein. These latter systems will employ the technique of
gamma-ray tracking in electrically segmented Ge crystals
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Fig. 1: The Nuclear Structure Facility [2] at Daresbury
Laboratory in the UK which began operations in 1983 and
enjoyed a period of intense activity where many significant
discoveries were made, some of which are featured in this
article, until its untimely closing in 1993.
abandoning the concept of physical suppression shields.
The first step towards the implementation of these 4π Ge
arrays are the 1π systems, AGATA in Europe (initial
phase) and GRETINA (Gamma Ray Energy Tracking In
beam Nuclear Array) in the USA, which have been re-
cently constructed and have completed their initial physics
campaigns.
Physics highlights and technical details of many of these
developments in Ge based detector systems can be found
in Refs. [6, 7, 8]. Developments and highlights from the
previous two decades are contained in Refs. [9, 10]. The
different era’s or time periods for each significant techni-
cal advance are illustrated in Fig. 2. A classic example of
the evolution of gamma-ray detector systems through the
decades, which demonstrates our ability to observe new
physical phenomena, comes from the study of the yrast
(lowest energy state for a given angular momentum) states
in the rare-earth nucleus, 158Er, (see also Refs [11, 12, 13]
and references therein). In addition, Fig. 3 illustrates sim-
ilar progress in other nuclei, for example 156Dy, by show-
ing the evolution of spectra of the yrast band sequence
through the decades [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
In the early 1960’s attempts to measure the evolution of
nuclear structure with angular momentum and excitation
energy via gamma-ray spectroscopy were made with a few
NaI(Tl) scintillation detectors. The sensitivity of such ex-
periments was limited both by the poor resolution of the
scintillation detectors (about 90 keV at 1300 keV) as well
as by the small number and size of the detectors. Never-
theless, such early experiments were able to establish the
low spin (I ∼6 − 10h¯) rotational structure of nuclei [14],
see Fig. 3.
A major step forward came with the development of
reverse biased germanium detectors in the mid 1960s.
Germanium (either Ge(Li) or hyperpure-Ge) detectors
[19, 20, 21] have very good energy resolution, ranging from
∼1 keV at 122 keV to ∼2 keV at 1332 keV. The initial ad-
vance in the spectroscopy of high-spin states was taken
at the Niels Bohr Institute in the late 1970s when sev-
Fig. 2: Top: the evolution of nuclear structure in 158Er
with angular momentum (spin) and excitation energy.
The inset shows the changing shape of 158Er with increas-
ing spin within the standard (ε, γ) deformation plane.
The parameters ε and γ represent the eccentricity from
sphericity and triaxiality, respectively. Bottom: the ex-
perimental sensitivity of detection (proportional to the in-
verse of the observed gamma-ray intensity) is plotted as
a function of spin showing the development of gamma-ray
detector technology with time that are associated with nu-
clear structure phenomena in 158Er. “TESSA”, “HERA”,
“EUROGAM I”, “GAMMASPHERE”, “GRETA”, and
“AGATA” are the names of specific gamma-ray detector
arrays.
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Fig. 3: Spectra showing the evolution of the yrast band
in 156Dy through the decades [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The
top insert illustrates the observation of weaker and more
exotic gamma-ray signals with increasing angular momen-
tum through the decades.
eral Ge(Li) detectors were used in an array. Indeed, using
just two Ge(Li) detectors the phenomenon of backbending
(spin ∼15h¯) was discovered by Johnson et al. [22] and
using four detectors Riedinger et al. [23] established the
detailed quasiparticle structure [24, 25] of 160,161Yb up to
spin 30h¯.
Although these early experiments provided exceptional
results, a major experimental problem remained; namely,
that of a poor peak-to-background ratio caused by incom-
plete energy collection in the Ge detector. This problem
is common to all experiments using bare Ge detectors.
It was realized that if the Ge detectors are surrounded
by a dense scintillator (bismuth germanate (BGO) be-
ing the most common), which detects gamma rays that
Compton scatter or escape out of the Ge crystal, a much
better ratio of full-energy to total recorded events (called
the peak-to-total, or P/T ratio) was achieved. The de-
tection of gamma rays in the shield scintillator triggered
the electronics system to suppress or reject the partial-
energy pulse in the Ge detector. This improves the Peak
to Total ratio for a 1.3 MeV gamma ray from about 0.28
for the bare crystal to about 0.6, see Fig. 4. This is an
enormously important signal to background improvement,
which makes practical the collection of high-fold coinci-
dence data. For example, for a typical situation when
six gamma rays hit separate Ge detectors in the Gam-
masphere spectrometer [26, 27], with escape-suppression,
the fraction of full-energy photo-peaks events increases by
a factor of about 100. For increase in both efficiency
and granularity, escape-suppressed detectors are assem-
bled into arrays. The first such array, called TESSA (The
Escape Suppressed Spectrometer Array) was set up at the
Niels Bohr Institute in 1980 and consisted of five Ge(Li)
detectors surrounded by NaI(Tl) shields.
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Fig. 4: (Top) Modern escape-suppressed spectrometer ar-
ray schematic [28]. (Bottom) Unsuppressed and sup-
pressed spectra for 60Co showing the major gain in peak to
background performance from the use of escape suppres-
sion. The full energy photo-peaks have been normalized
in the two spectra.
The escape suppressed spectrometer arrays led to a rev-
olution in gamma-ray spectroscopy. This revolution was
sparked when Barna Nyako, a visitor from Debrecen, was
setting gates on the weak intensity low-deformation band
in 152Dy [31] in the control room at Daresbury Laboratory
and came across a remarkable sequence of 19 coincident
gamma rays of even lower intensity. The authors were
privileged enough to be among the first handful of people
that Barna shared this momentous discovery with. This
was very exciting indeed but we were sworn to secrecy! In
May 1986 Peter Twin revealed the discrete superdeformed
band in 152Dy [32] for the first time to a general audience
at the workshop on nuclear structure at the Niels Bohr
Institute, see Fig. 5. The spectrum was met with a round
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The Angular Momentum World of the Nucleus
7
Fig. 10: Selected nuclear structure phenomena in rapidly rotating nuclei [28]. (Adapted by one of the authors from
an original drawing by Witold Nazarewicz.)
• Superdeformation occurs when quantum shell ef-
fects help stabilize a rugby football shape (2:1 axis ratio
in certain nuclei). Several regions of nuclei which pos-
sess this exotic second minimum in their potential energy
landscape have been discovered. Superdeformed nuclei,
now observed with axial and triaxial shapes, have been
found to display some remarkable properties.
• Identical Bands are sequences of 10 or more iden-
tical photon energies associated with different bands in
neighbouring nuclei. This came as a great surprise since it
has long been believed that the gamma-ray emission spec-
trum for a specific nucleus represents a unique fingerprint.
A consistent theoretical explanation of these patterns in a
wide variety of nuclei is still lacking.
• ∆I = 4 Bifurcation is the observation of extremely
tiny (a fraction of a keV!) but very regular fluctuations in
the energies of photons emitted from some superdeformed
nuclei. They have been discussed by some theorists in
terms of a tunneling motion at high angular momentum,
but a complete explanation still remains elusive.
• Band Termination is the result of a gradual angular
momentum induced shape transition from the deformed
state of collective rotation to a non-collective configura-
tion, quantum mechanically forbidden to rotate. Such a
“demise of the rotational band” which reveals the finite
particle basis of the nuclear multi-fermion system, has
been seen in a number of nuclei.
• Reduction of Pairing Correlations with Rota-
tion is the quenching or total collapse of nuclear superflu-
idity at high rotational frequencies. The angular momen-
tum behaves like an external magnetic field: it tries to
align individual particle angular momenta along the axis
of rotation, and this destroys correlations between nucle-
onic Cooper pairs.
• Magnetic Rotation is a new form of quantal rotor
which occurs in nearly spherical nuclei and is characterized
by sequences of gamma rays reminiscent of collective rota-
tional bands but with a quite different character: namely,
each photon carries off only one (rather than two) units
of angular momentum and couples to the magnetic rather
than electric properties of the nucleons.
• Symmetry Scars represent order in chaos. These
are highly excited states that can be well described by
quantum numbers in spite of a very large level density.
Examples of such states are superdeformed bands or high-
K isomers.
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• Hyperdeformation has been predicted by many dif-
ferent calculations. It has been observed at low spins in
the fission isomers in the actinide region [29, 30]. However
at the dizziest nuclear states, extremely elongated nuclear
shapes with the axis ratio of 3:1 or more are also expected
to occur. Can these states survive in the presence of very
strong centrifugal forces trying to split a nucleus apart?
Many attempts have been made to produce and observe
these states but so far none have been successful.
• Above the yrast line moving up in energy and
temperature, new classes of phenomena may be ex-
plored. Examples include, the quasi-continuum and ro-
tational damping, shape and pairing phase transitions,
the goal of complete spectroscopy, giant resonances, the
melting of shell structure and the transition from order to
chaos.
3. The Discovery of High-Spin Nuclear Superde-
formation and Identical Bands at Daresbury
Laboratory
In 1984 the first sign of extremely elongated or “superde-
formed” nuclear shapes at very high angular momentum
or spin was observed at Daresbury Laboratory, see Fig. 11.
Then a year later signals corresponding to superdeformed
discrete states in 132Ce and 152Dy were discovered as pre-
viously shown in Fig. 5. These spectacular observations
created a frenzy of activity into these exotic states both on
the experimental and theoretical fronts. Such rapidly ro-
tating nuclei were found to possess some remarkable prop-
erties. A number of major islands of nuclei where this
phenomenon occurs were quickly discovered and explored
within the next few years with many more seminal contri-
butions coming from Daresbury Laboratory.
As mentioned previously nuclei are now known to dis-
play various shapes, for example, spherical, prolate (foot-
ball shape), oblate (discus or doorknob shape), octupole
(pear shape), triaxial etc. It is found that the short
range attractive interaction among the constituent nucle-
ons (protons and neutrons) is sufficiently strong to allow
a small number of valence nucleons moving in anisotropic
orbits to polarize and deform the whole nucleus. This
means that neighbouring nuclei may exhibit quite differ-
ent shape behaviour and indeed that different excitations
within a single nucleus may lead to various shapes. Large
regions of weakly deformed nuclei, ellipsoids with major to
minor axis ratios of 1.3 to 1 are known to exist throughout
the chart of nuclides. One of the most significant discov-
eries in nuclear structure physics of the last 40 years has
been the observation of “superdeformed” nuclear shapes
with major to minor axis ratios of around 2:1 at very high
spin.
One successful theoretical approach has been to view
the final shape of a nucleus as being governed by the in-
terplay of two major contributions; a macroscopic (liquid
drop) component describing the bulk properties of the nu-
cleus and a microscopic (shell correction) component re-
flecting the quantal character of the orbitals occupied by
the valence nucleons. The liquid drop concept works be-
cause the nucleons tend to interact only with their nearest
neighbours rather like molecules in a liquid drop. Fig. 12
shows the single particle energy level spectrum of the sim-
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Fig. 11: (Top) The first observation of high-spin superde-
formation in 152Dy (using TESSA2) with ridges parallel
and close to the E(γ1) = E(γ2) diagonal in a 2D gamma-
ray correlation spectrum. (Bottom) a projection of the
ridges in the 2D matrix to highlight the ridges associated
with a spacing of 47 keV. See Nyako et al., for details of
this analysis [39]. Two years later an experiment using the
same beam and target but now with TESSA3 revealed the
main discrete band [32] associated with the ridge structure
as shown in Fig. 5. Further experiments both at Dares-
bury Laboratory and elsewhere have revealed a rich spec-
troscopic world in the superdeformed minimum of 152Dy,
see Refs. [34, 40, 41, 42, 43] and references therein.
ple axially symmetric harmonic oscillator as a function of
deformation. The large shell gaps at the particle num-
bers 2, 8, 20 etc. are responsible for these spherical nu-
clei, often referred to as “magic”, eg. 4He, 16O, 40Ca etc
being especially stable. This is analogous to the atomic
shell closures in the noble gases. It is interesting to see
that large shell gaps away from sphericity, corresponding
to deformed magic numbers, are also present in Fig. 12
for deformations corresponding to when the lengths of the
principal axes form integer ratios, e.g. 2:1, 3:1. (In more
realistic potentials, with spin orbit effects included, this
pattern is diluted but a fairly regular scheme of gaps still
persists.) It is these quantal shell corrections which can be
8
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Fig. 12: (Top) Single-particle energy levels of the axi-
ally symmetric harmonic oscillator potential as a func-
tion of deformation parameter ǫ. The large shell gaps
and corresponding magic numbers are indicated for spher-
ical (1:1), superdeformed prolate (2:1) and superdeformed
oblate (1:2) shapes. (Bottom) Two minima corresponding
to normal deformed and superdeformed states.
sufficient when added to the liquid drop contribution un-
der certain circumstances to lead to the stabilisation of a
highly deformed nuclear shape, corresponding to a second
minimum in the potential energy landscape [35, 36].
In the 1960’s physicists studying the spontaneous fis-
sion of the heaviest (A∼240) nuclei discovered some un-
expected properties which could only be explained if such
a highly deformed second minimum existed in these nu-
clei. The presence of this deformed minimum was aided
by the strong Coulomb repulsion present in these heavy
nuclei balancing the surface energy which favoured more
spherical shapes. These nuclei are known as the fission
isomers [37] and thus correspond to superdeformed nuclei.
However their spectroscopic study is extremely difficult
and restricted to very low spins.
In the mid 1970’s it was realized by theoretical groups
from Copenhagen, Dubna, Lund and Warsaw that not
only did favoured shell corrections occur at 2:1 prolate
shape for lighter nuclei (e.g. around A=150) but that in
these cases this exotic shape can be stabilized and lowered
in energy by the effects of rotational Coriolis and centrifu-
gal forces. These calculations indicated that pronounced
highly deformed minima occurred when favourable pro-
ton and neutron shell corrections coincided, leading to the
prediction at high angular momentum of “islands of su-
perdeformation” in the periodic chart.
As discussed in Section 2.1, nuclei at high spin or an-
gular momentum may be produced using heavy-ion fusion
evaporation reactions. The projectile and target fuse to
form a compound nucleus at high excitation (e.g. 70-90
MeV) with angular momentum values up to the limit set
by fission instability (e.g. 70h¯).
The gamma-ray signals from superdeformed states have
very low intensity and it was not until the advent of multi-
detector escape-suppressed γ-ray arrays in the 1980’s that
the first positive results were reported. The major break-
through came in 1985 and 1986, at Daresbury Laboratory,
England, when remarkable rotational spectra dominated
by a long sequence (or band) of transitions was observed
in 132Ce and 152Dy respectively, see Fig. 5. From the en-
ergy separation between transitions it was possible to de-
termine the nuclear moment of inertia of these sequences.
For 152Dy this was consistent with that expected for a su-
perdeformed 2:1 shape and a slightly less deformed shape
for the rotational structure in 132Ce . Conclusive evidence
was obtained later when the intrinsic quadrupole moments
of the bands were measured [40, 44].
These first results possessed some startling features, for
example, (i) the energy spacing between transitions is re-
markably constant, a feature which has led some physicists
to refer to these objects as “nuclear pulsars” (ii) no link
between the superdeformed states and the low spin normal
deformed levels could be identified (iii) there is a sudden
and dramatic depopulation of intensity at the bottom of
the band over only one or two transitions.
Rapid progress was made following these initial discov-
eries at a large number of laboratories around the world
and superdeformed bands were quickly observed in many
other nuclei around 132Ce and 152Dy. Then soon after,
in 1989, a new region of superdeformation was discovered
at Argonne National Laboratory around A∼190 [45]. A
number of significant discoveries, e.g. in 193,194Hg [46, 47],
also took place soon after at Daresbury Laboratory in this
latter region. For more details on this extraordinarily pro-
ductive period, along with a full set of historical references,
see Refs. [48, 49, 50, 51]. In addition, for a most useful
compendium of the numerous superdeformed bands and
regions observed see Ref. [52]. No evidence for superde-
formed oblate shapes has so far been observed, see Fig. 12.
From the observed gamma-ray energies we can extract
important information on the moment of inertia behaviour
as a function of spin or rotational frequency. Thus we
can learn how the superdeformed nucleus responds to the
stresses of rapid rotation. For example, as the number
9
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of superdeformed bands observed in the A=150 region in-
creased a pattern began to emerge. It was realized that
the moment of inertia curve for a particular nucleus con-
tained a fingerprint of the configuration or number of “in-
truder” orbitals that the valence particles occupied. These
special orbitals originate from high-N oscillator shells and
approach the Fermi surface at large deformations. This
effect can be seen in Fig. 12. Because of their high intrin-
sic angular momentum these orbitals are strongly affected
by the Coriolis force. Thus superdeformed spectroscopy
offers the opportunity of giving us information about the
behaviour and placement of such exotic orbitals that may
not normally be accessible otherwise. In addition, from
the moment of inertia behaviour we are also learning about
the properties and stability of pairing or superfluid corre-
lations in rotating highly elongated nuclear systems.
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Fig. 13
The difference in gamma-ray energy between transitions
in (a) the excited superdeformed band in 151Tb and those
in the yrast superdeformed band in 152Dy and (b) the
yrast superdeformed band in 192Hg and an excited su-
perdeformed band in 194Hg, as a function of gamma-ray
energy.
A major step forward in superdeformed spectroscopy
occurred in 1989, again at Daresbury Laboratory, when
excited or non-yrast bands were observed in a single nu-
cleus. Such bands are particularly difficult to see since
they are usually a factor of 2 or more weaker than the
yrast superdeformed band. It was found that the moment
of inertia of the excited band in 151Tb, one proton less
than 152Dy, followed extremely closely that of 152Dy. This
would imply the same high-N occupations for these two
bands which can be understood in terms of particle-hole
excitations. This is not so surprising. What was surpris-
ing and indeed unprecedented in nuclear physics was the
fact that the γ-ray transition energies of these two bands
were identical to within a few parts in 1000 over such a
large spin and energy range [53, 54]! This is illustrated in
Fig. 13.
These results were announced at a workshop in 1989
held at the Niels Bohr Institute where the identical or
“isospectral” superdeformed bands in the 152Dy-151Tb-
150Gd cases were shown by Peter Twin to an amazed audi-
ence including Ben and Aage. At the same meeting it was
also realized that the superdeformed band in 192Hg was
identical to an excited band in 194Hg discovered at Dares-
bury Laboratory [46], and also shown for the first time at
this historic meeting in Copenhagen, but only at high fre-
quency [55, 56, 57], see Fig. 13. These results indicate that
under certain circumstances, a superdeformed nucleus can
be completely unaffected with the removal or addition of
one or two nucleons. This is very surprising since there
are a number of factors such as mass, deformation, pair-
ing, orbital alignments etc which can, and usually do in
normal deformed nuclei, alter the moment of inertia of
neighbouring systems and hence their relative transitions
energies by tens of keV. Other examples soon followed in
the A=150 and 190 regions. The latter region in fact has
turned out perhaps to be the most prolific in this phe-
nomenon and with some important additional features.
For example, data from Daresbury Laboratory in 193Hg
constituted the first conclusive experimental evidence for
identical superdeformed bands in the same nucleus [58].
It seems that some subtle cancellations are taking place
or more interestingly that these degeneracies are the result
of some underlying symmetry not yet recognized! Many
speculations have been made involving symmetries and
modes of excitation not previously observed in nuclei. In
addition evidence for identical bands in normal deformed
nuclei was searched for and found. Comprehensive reviews
of identical bands in superdeformed and normal deformed
nuclei can be found in Ref. [59, 60].
But before leaving this topic we must mention the even
more puzzling phenomenon of ∆I = 4 bifurcation in iden-
tical superdeformed bands discovered by the Chalk River
Group. It was observed that states differing by four units
of spin showed a consistent energy shift of about 60 eV in-
dicating the presence of a new quantum number associated
with a fourfold rotational symmetry. Since this remark-
able discovery was not found at Daresbury Laboratory
we will not discuss it further here but instead refer the
reader to Refs. [61, 62, 63] as well as the article by Ward,
Waddington and Svenssen to this volume [64].
4. The Spectroscopy of 158Er through the Decades
In the realm of high spin nuclear physics, the rare earth
region has been one of the most popular for experimen-
tal studies since nuclei here can accommodate the highest
values of angular momentum. In particular, in the nu-
cleus 158Er numerous fascinating phenomena have been
observed with increasing angular momentum and excita-
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tion energy as shown in Fig. 2. This special nucleus has
often been used as a textbook example of the evolution of
nuclear structure [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] and
is discussed further below. In addition, 158Er, because of
its interesting shape coexistence features at high angular
momentum, was used as the test case example for the de-
velopment of the Ultimate Cranker Code [74].
Fig. 14: An short movie about backbending or rotational
alignment in nuclei [75] can be downloaded and viewed at
http://www.physics.fsu.edu/TheBackBender [76]. It con-
tains a mechanical analog utilizing rare-earth magnets and
rotating gyroscopes on a turntable along with some his-
toric spectra and papers associated with the discovery of
this game changing phenomenon. Backbending was a ma-
jor surprise which pushed the field forward but it is now
sufficiently well understood that it can be used as a spec-
troscopic tool providing useful insight for example, into
nuclear pairing correlations and changes due to blocking
effects and seniority, nuclear deformation, the configura-
tion of rotational structures and the placement of intruder
orbitals at the Fermi surface. See, for example, the articles
discussing the history of backbending in nuclei in Ref. [77]
along with the textbooks referenced in the present article.
4.1. Level structures up to band termination in
158Er
In 158Er, as the angular momentum increases, this nu-
cleus exhibits Coriolis-induced rotational alignments [75]
of both neutron and proton pairs along the yrast line, see
Figs. 2 and 10. It was among the first in which backbend-
ing, i.e., rotational alignment of a pair of high-j neutrons
(see Figs. 10,14,15), was discovered (spin I ∼ 14) [78],
and it was the first nucleus where a second alignment, of
high-j protons, at I ∼ 28 [79] and a third anomaly at I
∼ 38 [80] in the moment of inertia along the yrast line
were identified. When spin values reach 40 - 50 (see Refs.
[81, 82, 83]), a very different structure becomes most en-
ergetically favoured (i.e. yrast), where this nucleus un-
dergoes a dramatic shape transition from a collective pro-
late (rugby or American football shape) rotation to non-
collective oblate (flattened sphere shape) configurations.
The latter terminates at an energetically favoured state
where all the valence nucleons outside the Gadolinium-
146 (146Gd: Z = 64, N = 82) semi-magic spherical core
have their spins fully aligned in the same direction, see
Figs. 16,17.
keV
Fig. 15: The yrast band in 158Er up to the favoured
band termination state at Ipi = 46+h¯ obtained using the
TESSA3 spectrometer. This spectrum has been used in a
number of textbooks.
Band termination represents a clear manifestation of
mesoscopic physics, since the underlying finite-particle ba-
sis of the nuclear angular momentum generation is re-
vealed. In 158Er, three terminating states, Ipi = 46+ ,
48−, and 49−, have been observed, see Figs. 2, 17. Other
neighbouring nuclei were also found to exhibit similar fully
aligned states which provided stringent tests of nuclear
models since the wavefunctions for these special states are
extremely pure.
4.2. Level structures beyond band termination in
158Er
Establishing the nature of the states in the rare earth nu-
clei well beyond the very favoured band terminating states
had been a goal for several decades. Several years ago, a
number of weak, individual transitions feeding into the
terminating states were observed in 158Er (and its neigh-
bour 157Er [86, 87]), but this only extended the highest
spin by 1 - 2h¯. The related levels above band termination
have been suggested to arise from weakly collective single-
particle excitations that break the 146Gd core. More sig-
nificantly, in 2007, rotational structures, displaying high
dynamic moments of inertia and possessing very low inten-
sities (∼ 10−4 of the respective channel intensity), in 158Er
11
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Fig. 16: Schematic illustration of a band terminating con-
figuration built from a closed core plus a number of nu-
cleons in partly filled j-shells. In the lower part, the evo-
lution with spin is illustrated, from prolate and collective
rotation at low spins to an aligned oblate state at the ter-
mination. Adapted from [84].
(and 157Er) were identified [88]; see Figs. 18, 19. These
structures bypass the “band terminating” states and ex-
tend over a spin range of ∼25 - 65h¯, marking a spectacular
return to collectivity at spins beyond band termination,
see Fig. 2. These sequences have properties, for exam-
ple, moment of inertia values that are very different from
the lower spin states. Thus, a new frontier of discrete-line
gamma-ray spectroscopy towards spin ∼70h¯, the so-called
“ultrahigh-spin regime”, in 158Er was opened.
The new ultrahigh spin bands in 158Er (and 157Er) were
proposed to be triaxial strongly deformed (TSD) struc-
tures. This was consistent with the predictions of the early
cranking calculations of Bengtsson and Ragnarsson [91]
and Dudek and Nazarewicz [92].
In nuclear physics, stable asymmetric or triaxial shapes
are a long-standing prediction of theory [1], and had been
sought after for decades. However, it was not until 2001
that compelling evidence for nuclei with a robust triaxial
shape was revealed in the rare-earth region in Lu nuclei
(Z = 71 and A∼165) through the observation of rota-
tional structures associated with the unique “wobbling”
excitation mode [89, 93].
A triaxial nuclear shape has distinct short, intermedi-
ate, and long principal axes. This shape is commonly de-
scribed using the parameters (ε2, γ) of the Lund conven-
tion [94], where ε2 and γ represent the eccentricity from
sphericity and triaxiality, respectively. Collective rotation
about the short axis, corresponding to a positive γ value
(0◦ < γ < 60◦), usually has the lowest excitation energy at
high spin due to moment of inertia considerations [65, 95].
This mode is thus expected to be favoured over rotation
about the intermediate axis (−60◦ < γ < 0◦). In 158Er,
configurations with ε2 ∼ 0.34 and a positive value of γ =
20◦− 25◦ were theoretically predicted to be low in energy
and, were thus initially suggested in the interprettion of
Fig. 17: (a) Nilsson diagram showing the 8 valence neu-
trons of 158Er, outside the closed N = 82 shell, and the
orbits they occupy at ǫ2=-0.10. (b) Tilted Fermi Surface
plot ([65]) for neutrons, illustrating how the 8 valence par-
ticles, above N = 82, generate Ipi = 30+h¯ based on which
orbitals they occupy. (c) Tilted Fermi Surface plot for
protons, illustrating how the 4 valence particles, above Z
= 64, generate Ipi = 16+h¯, based on which orbitals they
occupy. The coupled proton and neutron configurations
from (b) and (c) lead to the 46+ terminating state in band
2 of 158Er. In both (b) and (c), the core of N = 82 and
Z = 64 does not contribute to spin. Note that to make
the fully aligned 48− and 49− states (see Fig. 2) the least
favoured h9/2 and f7/2 neutron respectively is promoted to
the Ω=9/2 i13/2 level. Adapted from [84, 85]
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Fig. 18: Background-subtracted coincident γ5 spectra il-
lustrating the two strongest sequences observed in 158Er
(top) and 157Er (bottom) [88]. The relative intensity pro-
files of the new (band 1) sequence in 158Er and known
structures around the feedout region are shown in the in-
set providing an indication of the associated spins for the
band.
the collective bands at ultrahigh spin [88].
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Fig. 19: Dynamic moments of inertia as a function of
rotational frequency for the Band 1 sequences in 157,158Er
compared with other strongly or super deformed bands in
the region, e.g., the yrast SD band in 152Dy [32], a TSD
band in 163Lu [89], and 175Hf [90]. Taken from Ref [88].
An experiment to measure the transition quadrupole
moments of the observed ultrahigh spin sequences in
157,158Er was carried out using the Doppler Shift Attenu-
ation Method (DSAM) and the Gammasphere spectrom-
eter. More details of this DSAM experiment can be found
in Ref. [96]. Compared with the previous thin-target ex-
periment [88], the improved statistics of the DSAM exper-
iment made possible the observation of a third collective
band at ultrahigh spin in 158Er (band 3). This new se-
quence, band 3, had an intensity of ∼10% of the strongest
collective band (band 1). Despite their very low inten-
sities, an analysis of fractional Doppler shifts F (τ) was
possible for the three bands in 158Er to determine their
transition quadrupole moments Qt [96, 97].
Fig. 20: Potential energy surfaces in 158Er calculated for
negative parity and signature α = 1 at spins I = 49 (a)
and 69 (b), respectively. The contour line separation is
0.25 MeV. The minima of interest are labelled (see text).
The Qt of the three collective bands at ultrahigh spin in
158Er have been determined to be ∼ 9−11 eb demonstrat-
ing that they are all associated with strongly deformed
shapes. By comparison, the low spin yrast band in 158Er
has a measured Qt of ∼ 6 eb [98]. The measured Qt val-
ues however are larger than expected for the energetically
favoured positive-γ (rotation about the short axis) triax-
ial shape (TSD1: ε2∼0.34). Rather, they are more com-
patible with a negative-γ (rotation about the intermedi-
ate axis) triaxial deformed minimum (TSD2: ε2 ∼ 0.34)
or a positive-γ minimum with larger deformation (TSD3:
ε2∼0.43) within the current cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky
(CNS) theoretical framework [99], see Fig. 20. Another
“calibration” measurement on 154Er was performed under
very similar experimental conditions [100], where the Qt
of the yrast superdeformed band in 151Dy was extracted.
The measured value of this experiment agreed with the
reported one of Ref. [101] and is reproduced well by the
CNS calculations for a prolate superdeformed shape. It
thus provided a consistency check for the experimental
approach and the stopping powers, which are well known
to cause a systematic uncertainty of ∼15% in the Qt value
from a DSAM experiment.
This puzzle in the experimental quadrupole moment
measurements triggered further theoretical studies. For
example, calculations using the 2-dimensional tilted axis
cranking (TAC) method [102] based on a self-consistent
13
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Skyrme-Hartree-Fock (SHF) model were performed for ul-
trahigh spin configurations associated with triaxial shapes
in 158Er [103]. These calculations showed that the
negative-γ minimum (rotation about the intermediate
axis) is a saddle point and therefore the TSD2 minimum
should not be considered as a physical candidate. The Qt
calculated for a positive-γ triaxial minimum configuration
with large deformation (∼ 10.5 eb), which is similar to
the TSD3 minimum mentioned above, is consistent with
the experimental values. Nevertheless, this minimum does
not become yrast until spin ∼ 70h¯. However an open ques-
tion remains as to “where are the band structures associ-
ated with the most energetically favoured TSD (TSD1)
minimum”? Other recent theoretical investigations into
the ultrahigh spin bands in 158Er and neighbouring nuclei
[104, 105, 106] have added to the ongoing story of 158Er
at ultrahigh spin. Indeed, in [106] it is stated that “If the
theoretical spin assignments .... turned out to be correct,
the experimental band 1 in 158Er would be the highest spin
structure ever observed. The current study stresses the
need for more precise measurements of Qt and reliable es-
timates of spins in these bands.”
Other questions arise from the above observations of
collective sequences at spins beyond band termination in
158Er. For example, are such structures a common feature
of the light rare-earth nuclei and how do their properties
change as a function of N and Z? Since multiple bands
are observed, for example, in 157,158Er, could some of these
sequences be wobbling excitations at ultrahigh spin and if
so how do they differ from wobbling bands in Lu nuclei
at lower spins? In fact, the recent discoveries in 158Er
have triggered a comprehensive experimental project to
investigate light rare earth nuclei (A∼150− 165) to study
this phenomenon. So far ultrahigh spin collective bands
with similar characteristics to 157,158Er have been observed
in 154Er [100, 107], 160,161Tm [108] and 159,160Er [109]. In
the N = 90 isotones ultrahigh spin TSD candidate bands
have also been observed in 160Yb [110] and 157Ho [97].
A primary nuclear structure goal is to bridge our
understanding of the evolution between the high spin
SD (superdeformed) regime of the Gd, Tb, and Dy
nuclei (152Dy [32], for example) and the lower spin
TSD/Wobbling domain centered on Lu nuclei (163Lu [89,
93], for example) and neighbouring nuclei such as
167Ta [111]. A fully consistent picture as to the nature
of the nucleus in the ultrahigh spin triaxial world thus re-
mains to be uncovered. These results point to the need
for further experimental investigations.
5. The Demise of Pairing Correlations at High
Spin in A∼160 Er Nuclei
The evolution of the superfluid properties of the nucleus
with increasing angular momentum has been [1] and con-
tinues to be of considerable interest. For an excellent sum-
mary of this particular topic and other aspects related to
pairing correlations in nuclei, including backbending and
quasi-particle alignments, the reader is referred to Ref. [77]
“Fifty Years of Nuclear BCS: Pairing in Finite Systems”.
At low spins, the nucleus displays well-established super-
fluid properties with nucleons pairing up in time-reversed
orbits, or Cooper pairs. But collective rotation of the nu-
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Fig. 21: Spectra showing the yrast band in 162Er (a,b)
along with the lowest energy negative parity band in 161Er
(c) up to spin values around 60h¯ [115].
cleus tries to break these correlated fermions apart, the
Coriolis anti-pairing effect. With increasing rotational fre-
quency and particle alignments it was thought that a tran-
sition out of the superfluid paired phase may occur, in an
analogous manner to the quenching of superconductivity
by a sufficiently high magnetic field (the Meissner effect).
However, while it now seems that the occurrence of such a
phase change is somewhat more complex in nuclei than at
first thought, “the question of how does rotation affect the
pairing correlations at very high spin is still an important
and unfinished business” (Ben Mottelson, NBI 1997).
The observation of band crossings at high spin is one
means of knowing if static pairing correlations exist. In
addition if pairing is significant then allowed band cross-
ing are expected at similar rotational frequencies. In the
absence of pairing, a band based on a particular single-
particle configuration can be crossed by another rota-
tional band based on a different but more energetically
favourable configuration. The rotational frequencies at
which such rearrangements take place depend on the de-
tailed single-particle spectrum of states. The observation
of crossings at high angular momentum that are not cor-
related in rotational frequency would be a characteristic
of the decline of static pairing correlations.
In a series of experiments, which began at Daresbury
Laboratory on the TESSA 2 and 3 and Eurogam arrays,
then Euroball at Legnaro National Laboratory in Italy and
Gammasphere at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
in the USA, the transitional nuclei 159Er - 162Er [112, 113,
14
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Fig. 22: Experimental Routhians for the high−spin se-
quences in 159,160,161,162Er. The data are taken from
[115, 112]. A constant moment of inertia (J0) of 72
MeV−1h¯2 is used as a reference for these Routhians.
114, 115] have been observed to very high spin (I=50-60h¯),
see Fig.21.
The experimental Routhians for high rotational fre-
quency are plotted in Fig.22 for the Er nuclei. A con-
stant moment of inertia (J0) of 72 MeV
−1h¯2 is used as
a reference for these Routhians. In Ref.[112] the anoma-
lous band crossing in the (−,+ 1
2
) sequence near h¯ω =0.55
MeV (≈ 81
2
−
) in 159Er could not be attributed to a regular
quasiparticle alignment in a paired regime. This anoma-
lous crossing and the energy ordering of the bands could
however be explained in the unpaired regime in terms of
the occupation of specific single−neutron orbitals.
The neutron orbital scheme was extended to the high
spin states (∼ 45−50h¯) in 161,162Er observed in a subse-
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Fig. 23: (a) Schematic of single neutron energy levels ex-
pected without static pairing correlations. The ∗ near a
rotational frequency of h¯ω = 0.55 MeV indicates where
the band crossing in the (−,+ 1
2
) sequence in 159Er occurs.
The values for the frequency are indicative. (b) and (c)
show the occupation for the three lowest energy (π, α)
configurations in 161Er and 162Er at three rotational fre-
quency values. The ‘ 1
2
’ for the signature (α) labels has
been omitted for clarity.
quent experiment where it once more was found to be sur-
prisingly successful [113]. The schematic single−neutron
Routhians used for 161,162Er is shown in Fig.23 (a). The
frequency scale is approximate but is in line with more re-
alistic calculations based on the Nilsson model allows an
approximate frequency scale to be added to figure 5(a).
Fig. 23 (b) and (c) show the occupation for the three
lowest energy (π, α) configurations in 161Er and 162Er,
respectively, at three rotational frequency values. The
model predicts that the (−,− 1
2
) band in 161Er remains
yrast at high spin and that the (−,+ 1
2
) sequence will be-
come lower in energy relative to the (+,+ 1
2
) band above
h¯ω ≥ 0.6 MeV. In these regards this model is consistent
with the experimental results, see Fig.22. The model also
predicts that the uppermost pairs of valence neutrons are
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not rearranged, i.e the (π, α) remains unchanged, until ex-
tremely high frequency in 161Er, h¯ω ≈ 0.9 MeV, which is
well above the highest frequency observed. For 162Er the
model is consistent with the observation of the (+,0) band
remaining yrast at high spin.
The consistency between this basic unpaired model
and the data supports the suggested spectrum of
single−neutron states at these particle numbers and de-
formation. However, this simple model does have its
limitations, for example no deformation changes or con-
sideration of different proton occupations are consid-
ered. Therefore, in order to investigate and interpret
the detailed behaviour of the high spin structures fur-
ther, cranked Nilsson−Strutinsky calculations, based on
the configuration−dependent formalism, were performed
to compare with experiment, see [115, 116]. In these cal-
culations both neutron and proton pairing correlations are
neglected and fixed configurations can be traced as a func-
tion of spin. Different bands are formed by searching for
the lowest energy solutions within a particular configura-
tion. The calculations predict that the high spin yrast
states are dominated by a series of rotational bands which
maintain their prolate shape (ε2 = 0.20−0.25, γ ≈ 0
◦) up
to ≈ 65h¯ in both 161Er and 162Er. There is good overall
agreement between these calculations and the experimen-
tal results giving strong evidence for the demise of static
pairing correlations at these very high spin values.
In summary, experiments with Euroball and Gammas-
phere have allowed detailed spectroscopy to be carried out
in the spin 50 to 60 regime in a range of Er isotopes. This
has enabled us to gain some insight into the behaviour of
the atomic nucleus in the absence of static pairing corre-
lations and to investigate shape competition at the very
highest excitation energy and angular momentum. Fur-
ther experiments in this area will be required since it is
important to investigate band crossing frequencies in a
range of nuclei. Indeed at the same time as discoveries
were made in the Er isotopes, unpaired crossings were also
being discovered in neighbouring nuclei, e.g 156Dy [117].
6. The Termination of Rotational Bands: Abrupt
and Smooth
Two types of band termination have been observed to oc-
cur in nuclei. The first involves the crossing, in terms of
excitation energy, of deformed collective rotational states
and oblate non-collective single-particle states, the lat-
ter becoming favoured at high-spins. This is often called
“abrupt” band termination. The second type, which has
been called “smooth” or “soft” band termination, results
when, for a given configuration, a deformed collectively
rotating nucleus gradually changes its shape over several
units of spin from a prolate to a non-collective oblate
shape. Detailed discussions of band termination can be
found in the review article by Afanasjev et al. [118].
The transitional erbium isotopes exhibit perhaps the
classic examples of the angular momentum induced abrupt
prolate-collective to oblate non-collective shape change at
high spin in heavy nuclei [84, 118], as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1. Some of the best examples of smoothly termi-
nating bands have been found in the A∼110 mass region
[118, 119, 120], see the article by Ward, Waddington and
Svensson [64] in the present volume for more information
about the discovery of this phenomenon.
In the A∼110 nuclei the structures are based on con-
figurations with a few valence nucleons outside the 100Sn
closed core. It would be interesting if a link between the
smooth terminating bands in the mass 110 region were
made to the superdeformed configurations in the mass
130 region by observation of the latter to terminate. In-
deed, the existence of smoothly terminating structures in
the superdeformed bands in A∼130 nuclei was predicted
some time ago by Afanasjev and Ragnarsson using cranked
Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations [121]. However, because
the terminating spins were expected to be very high (e.g.
≥70 in 132Ce) it was believed that it would be too difficult
to observe such states. Subsequent studies have revealed
the first hint for smooth band termination behaviour in
the yrast superdeformed band in 132Ce [122, 123] which
was featured earlier in this article.
To push to even higher spins requires the power of the
full tracking spectrometers AGATA and GRETA. It may
be possible using one of these next generation spectrome-
ters, together with a very high fold coincidence analysis, to
get to these extreme spin values. An encouraging glimpse
of such an analysis is shown in Fig. 24 from data taken us-
ing Gammasphere [123]. The spectrum displays the lowest
energy superdeformed band in 132Ce in coincidence with
eight transitions. Amazingly, as the lower panel shows,
the band even survives in an 11 fold spectrum.
7. Summary and Conclusions
High resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy has proven itself
to be pivotal tool in the study of the structure of atomic
nuclei. In recent decades many significant experimental
advances have taken place. Fascinating and often surpris-
ing new aspects of nuclei at the limits of isospin, excitation
energy, angular momentum, temperature, and mass con-
tinue to be revealed.
In this article we have focussed on high spin investi-
gations that started at the Niels Bohr Institute in Den-
mark and Daresbury Laboratory in the UK in the late
1970’s and early 1980’s on several rare-earth nuclei and
have continued, due to their compelling nature, through
the decades to the present day. The exciting experimental
quest to even higher spins (∼60-80) will continue in these
and other neighbouring nuclei where many unpaired cross-
ings and numerous aligned oblate states are predicted to
occur and where other deformed exotic structures become
yrast. The latter include the ultrahigh spin TSD bands,
which are just beginning to be explored. However their
spins, parities and excitation energies are unknown, very
much like the situation for axial superdeformation thirty
years ago. A fully consistent picture as to the nature of the
nucleus in the ultrahigh spin triaxial world thus remains
to be uncovered. In addition it is of fundamental interest,
before overwhelming rotational forces cause the nucleus to
fission, to determine the limit of discrete nuclear states.
The huge gains in sensitivity and resolving power arising
from the development of the next generation gamma-ray
tracking arrays together new accelerator developments, as-
sures an extremely promising future for nuclear structure
physics. We feel the statement made by Ben and Aage
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Fig. 24: (a) Gamma-ray spectrum in coincidence with
eight simultaneous gating transitions in the yrast highly
deformed (SD1) band in 132Ce. The exact spins and exci-
tation energy of this band are still unknown. (b) Various
spectra for the band as the coincidence fold for gamma
rays is increased from 1 to 11. Taken from our Gammas-
phere data [123].
“...with the ingenious experimental approaches that are be-
ing developed, we may look forward with excitement to the
detailed spectroscopic studies that will illuminate the be-
haviour of the spinning quantized nucleus” is as true today
as it was forty years ago!
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